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Bus Depot, Cecil Park

Tailored solutions for every client
Alland Group have just completed the electrical component
of a purpose built bus depot at Cecil Park, with partners
Rohrig. This state of the art facility will ensure that Transit
Systems provide exceptional service to its ever increasing
customer base, both now and into the future.
Transit Systems is one of Australia’s most experienced public
transport providers, and operates region 3 of Sydney’s
metropolitan bus network covering the Liverpool, Fairfield
and Holroyd areas.
Transit Systems manages a modern fleet of over 230 vehicles,
and is one of the youngest bus fleets in metropolitan Sydney.
Transit System first fully wheelchair accessible large fleet
bus network in New South Wales, and is thus amongst the

most accessible modes of public transport in the country
for commuters. Alland Group carried out a turnkey solution
for Transit Services on Cowpasture Road at Cecil Park. Our
works were based on client requirements and Australian
compliance including BCA 2293.1, Section J, AS3000,
AS3008 and energy efficiency compliance.
The scope of works included, 240v/415v Lighting and Power
reticulation, Krone Category 6A communications, cabling
and infrastructure, Switchboards, Intelligent lighting control,
car park extended pole lighting, emergency and exit lighting,
energy efficiency, in ground infrastructure and much more.
The project was successfully handed over to our client on
time and within budget requirements.
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Rohrig (NSW) Pty Ltd
“From boutique hotels to school extensions, from major club
and pub refurbishments to major commercial facilities, Rohrig’s
projects meet multiple challenges and help clients embrace
new opportunities.

About Alland Group

Our 24+ years of success have been built on a better
experience for our clients as well as end results that stand
amongst Australia’s best. Rohrig’s goal is developing great
people and building a unique culture that emphasizes
being easy to deal with, transparency and stretching that
little bit further to achieve outstanding results every time and
Alland Group fully understand and embrace that culture.

We are a highly professional and dynamic
business with a proven track record of
effectively delivering diverse projects to
a broad range of customers.

Alland Group were a major part of the overall success
of our works at the Bus Depot. From the initial meeting
and throughout the entire project to completion, their
professionalism and integrity was a credit to their quality
of employees. When items required discussion, no matter
how big or small, their attention to detail was maintained
until the final outcome was delivered.
I would highly recommend Alland Group. They are professional,
hard-working and completely focused on achieving client
outcomes. In working with Alland, I got a sense they genuinely
care about achieving the result Rohrig were looking for while
also meeting budget expectations.”
Peter Hurley
NSW General Manager

Alland Group Pty Ltd is an Australian owned
company, with years of experience in the
electrical industry.

We specialise project management, innovative
electrical communication, data solutions,
installation and maintenance.
Alland Group’s mission is to offer its customers the
highest quality electrical services with a focus on:
• Specialising in service maintenance to new
and existing sites, whilst providing compliant
and safe working environment
• Expertise in data, communication and
electrical installation
• Designing system energy efficiency solutions
• Personalised, expedient and convenient
electrical services
• Growing and maintaining a referral network
of customers
• Rapid order and delivery of electrical
components
• Values — safety, reliability and responsiveness
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